Complaint/referral has
been deemed suitable
for PE

Has the referrer
either declared that the
Dr has raised PIC or failed to
provide this information within
the necessary
timescale?

Yes

PIC PE

OR
Do the
circumstances of
the complaint/referral lead
to a material risk that the referral
may be linked to the Dr’s history of raising
PIC even though it is from a patient, a
third party organisation or a third party
person acting in a
public capacity?

Did the doctor raise
PIC after becoming aware of the
local investigation
or GMC referral?

Yes

No

Did the Dr’s PIC
or the concerns about the
Dr’s practice and/or conduct
relate to the Covid‐19
pandemic?

No

Allocate to PIC PE stream

Yes
OR

Is there is evidence
either from the doctor or a third
party source that the doctor has raised
PIC concerns about the
referring organisation?

Yes

Check exceptions in guidance
and if these do not apply,
consider the next stream

Obtaining the detail around the Covid‐19
context should be completed in tandem
with gathering the objective evidence in PIC
enquiries to corroborate the concerns
raised by the referring organisation. The
contextual information will help to provide
a complete picture for expert review and
will enable the decision maker to determine
whether a full investigation is necessary

Yes

No

HEALTH PE

Check exceptions in guidance
and if these do not apply, consider the
next stream “Health PE”

Do any of the concerns
relate to the doctor’s health?

Is it a multi‐factorial case
involving health but also
includes allegations relating to another
type of impairment which meet the
investigation threshold?

Yes

No

Yes

Do the concerns
solely relate to the doctor’s
health?

Yes

No

Is there sufficient
information to assure ourselves no
question of impaired FTP arises as the
doctor has insight, their condition is being
adequately managed, their RO/employer
is aware and there is
no risk to patients?

No

Allocate to Health PE stream if
appropriate having reviewed the key
considerations in Part C of the overarching
guidance

Yes

No

Allocate to CIT to consider for full
investigation

Close enquiry

SCI PE

Consider the next stream
“SCI PE”

Does the concern appear
to raise a question that the
doctor’s FTP is impaired, ie it meets
the threshold for a full investigation,
and does it:

Yes

(i) relate to the care of a single patient, and;

Is the doctor’s conduct
easily remediable AND
could evidence of insight and
remediation clarify whether a question is
raised as to whether the
doctor's current fitness to practise
is impaired?

No

Consider the
“FI PE” stream

Consider the next stream
“SCC PE”

SCC PE

Concerns that arose during the Covid‐19
pandemic about a doctor’s practice and/or
conduct in a clinical setting will be
appropriate for allocation for a SCI PE if
they meet the other criteria for the stream.
The circumstances of the pandemic and
whether and how this impacted on the
systems in which a doctor was working and
on how they delivered care should be
considered, alongside the other relevant
information in the stream

(ii) involve only a single
consultation/shift or clinical
procedure?

No

Does the concern
appear to raise a question
that the doctor’s FTP is impaired,
i.e it meets the threshold for a full
investigation, and does it relate:
(i) to the care of a single patient, and;

Does the concern
relate to less than five
alleged clinical failings
within the same
concern?

Yes

(ii) to a single medical condition, issue or course of
treatment, and;

Yes

Is the doctor’s conduct
easily remediable AND could
evidence of insight and remediation
clarify whether a question is raised as to
whether the doctor's current
fitness to practise is impaired?

(iii) there was more than one
contact between
the patient and doctor?

No

Promote to a full investigation
No

Consider the next stream
“PE ‐ FI”

FI PE

Allocate to SCI PE

Yes

Can the concern(s) be
substantiated by obtaining
one or two pieces of discrete
information to clarify their seriousness
and therefore whether a question is
raised about the doctor’s FTP?
This information excludes
evidence of insight
or remediation.

No

The PE process is not suitable for this
enquiry and it should be promoted to a
full investigation

Yes

Allocate to PE – FI stream

No

Consider the next stream
“FI PE”

Yes

Allocate to SCC PE
Concerns that arose during the Covid‐19
pandemic about a doctor’s practice and/or
conduct in a clinical setting will be
appropriate for allocation for a SCI PE if
they meet the other criteria for the stream.
The circumstances of the pandemic and
whether and how this impacted on the
systems in which a doctor was working and
on how they delivered care should be
considered, alongside the other relevant
information in the stream

